INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
For over 25 years, Computerease has developed integrated construction accounting and project management software that is on the cutting edge of innovation. The company was one of the first construction software developers to incorporate features like drill down functionality to view progressively detailed information and executive dashboard reporting for at-a-glance decision-making.

Computerease stays on the forefront of product development by striving to understand how enhancements will benefit its users. In fact, Computerease never incorporates new technology into its products unless it meets two important criteria: it must 1) solve a problem and 2) be easy to use. “When we release a new product or feature,” explains Computerease president, John Meibers, “our clients understand that it’s not just a cool toy or gadget, but a real innovation that will help their businesses become more efficient and profitable.”

This balanced development approach can be seen in the paperless invoice routing and approval capabilities within the Computerease Electronic Document Processing solution, and also within the company’s FieldEase products for the tablet PC, which give contractors the ability to turn paper-based field processes into paperless transactions.

THE COMPUTEREASE DIFFERENCE
There are many quality construction accounting systems on the market today, but three key differentiators catapult Computerease to the top of the list. “Our innovative and user-friendly product development set us apart from the competition,” Meibers concludes. “But when you factor in our outstanding people and proven implementation process, Computerease becomes second to none.”

To learn more about Computerease and download your free copy of “9 Deadly Job Mistakes and How to Fix Them Using Projected Costs,” call 800.544.2530 or visit www.construction-software.com.
Over 6,000 contractors profit from our easy
to use software every day.

www.construction-software.com
For a FREE demonstration call 1.800.544.2530
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